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Case Study: Open Data Expert (oDataXpt) 
 

A data analytic solution helps GSA to reduce travel cost 
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Executive Summary 

 

The open Data Expert (oDataXpt) is an interactive online platform to allow 

business/organization to import data set, define analytic data model (including 

goal, key index, measurement, and series).  It is an open source project under 

Apache License 2.0 

 

oDataXpt is a completed web solution, which hosted on Microsoft Azure Cloud, it utilized 

latest innovative technologies to meet all goals identified in by GSA.  

The solution can be accessed by http://odataxpt.cloudapp.net. 

 

Primary goals of the solution 

 

 Visually display data in a way 
that will show agencies how and 
where they are spending money 
on travel, and provides visibility 
into the GSA travel spending  
 

 show primary categories or cost 
drivers that can enable federal 
agencies to reduce and/or 
contain official travel costs 
compared to appropriate 
benchmarks 
 

 Allows the GSA to identify 
opportunities to reduce costs on 
federal travel 
 

 Can be replicated across 
government to every agency, 
using their own travel data. 

 

 Has a secure access control, 
only authorized user can log in 
the tool. 
 

 Identify specific gaps in the 
travel data collected by the 

government.  

http://odataxpt.cloudapp.net/
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 Technology Overview 

 

oDataXpt is built on latest enterprise computing technologies. 

The backend is Java Enterprise Edition, JSF and Richfaces. The data repository is 

mongoDB, a NoSQL database implementation, it provides great extensibility and 

scalability to be replicated across any agency by using their own dataset, and it can adopt 

any data schema changes.  

At the front end, oDataXpt applies latest web client technologies, such as HTML5, CSS3, 

D3.js, and  integrates with latest JavaScript library to render interactive data virtualization 

components, such as bar chart, table, pie chart,  line chart, timeline etc. oDataXpt 

integrates with google map to provide rich geo analysis, which provides best user 

experience. 

oDataXpt provides a comprehensive Meta data/schema to model the data analytic 

process. The schema is intuitive to domain expert.  

The following picture depicts oDataXpt technology architecture. 

Figure 1: oDataXpt technology overview. 
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CLOUD COMPUTING PLATFORM 

oDataXpt is currently deployed on Microsoft Azure cloud computing platform. oDataXpt 

is hosted on separated production and testing environments. 

The Windows Azure Platform allows oDataXpt meeting high customer demand, which can 

brings following benefits:  

 High availability(99.9%) of the application and the data; 

 Rapid provisioning of the application to new customers;  

 Flexibility to support small to the very largest of customers – Azure can scale an 

application from running on one machine to hundreds; 

 Vastly reduced administration burden on the system and customer – Microsoft 

worry about security patches, Denial of Service attacks etc.;  

 Simplified version updates for the system can always “get to” their application 

running in the Windows Azure Platform and update it, with all customers getting 

the benefits immediately  

The oDataXpt is running on standard Java EE platform stack, it does not depend on 

Microsoft Azure platform, it can be deploy on any other cloud platform such as Amazon 

EC2, Google App Engine or on customer own premises. 
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DATA REPOSITORY 

The oDataXpt uses mongoDB as default data repository.  MongoDB focuses on flexibility, 

power, speed, and ease of use:  

 

 Flexibility MongoDB stores data in JSON documents. JSON provides a rich data 

model that seamlessly maps to native programming language types, and the 

dynamic schema makes it easier to evolve your data model than with a system with 

enforced schemas such as a RDBMS. 

 Power: MongoDB provides a lot of the features of a traditional RDBMS such as 

secondary indexes, dynamic queries, sorting, rich updates, upserts (update if 

document exists, insert if it doesn’t), and easy aggregation. This gives you the 

breadth of functionality that you are used to from an RDBMS, with the flexibility 

and scaling capability that the non-relational model allows. 

 Speed/Scaling: By keeping related data together in documents, queries can be 

much faster than in a relational database where related data is separated into 

multiple tables and then needs to be joined later. MongoDB also makes it easy to 

scale out your database. Autosharding allows you to scale your cluster linearly by 

adding more machines. It is possible to increase capacity without any downtime, 

which is very important on the web when load can increase suddenly and bringing 

down the website for extended maintenance can cost your business large amounts 

of revenue. 

 Ease of use: MongoDB works hard to be very easy to install, configure, maintain, 

and use. To this end, MongoDB provides few configuration options, and instead 

tries to automatically do the “right thing” whenever possible. This means that 

MongoDB works right out of the box, and you can dive right into developing your 

application, instead of spending a lot of time fine-tuning obscure database 

configurations. 

 

Meanwhile, oDataXpt can connect with any database, such as Oracle, DB2, MS SQL Server 

and MySQL etc. 
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DATA IMPORT AND EXPORT 

 

The oDataXpt utilizes latest open source ETL tool, it uses Spoon (the data integration tool 

from Pentaho) to load data to the mongoDB. 

 

Spoon (Pentaho data integration) is an open source product, provides an easy tool to setup 

data conversion, formatting and transformation. It can load from any data source such as 

Oracle, DB2, MySQL, MS SQL Server, Excel files, MS Access etc.  

 

The following page illustrates the user interface of Spoon.  For detail information about the 

Pentaho, please visit its website. (http://www.pentaho.com/product/data-integration) 

 

Figure 2: Sample data convert and import task 
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DATA ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK 

 

oDataXpt provides an innovative and creative framework to model data analytic process. 

Its unique modeling philosophy is intuitive to domain expert. It provides a nature way to 

aggregate data. 

 

The oDataXpt data analytic framework includes 3 components: Analytic Model Schema, 

Analytic Model Repository, and Analytic Engine.   

 

The Analytic Model Schema is the foundation of the framework, it provide a method to 

define the analytic process.  The domain expert creates analytic model by using the analytic 

model schema, based on specific analytic needs. All models are saved in analytic model 

repository.  The analytic engine is built on the analytic model schema, it extracts data for 

data repository based on analytic request submitted by client. 

  

Figure 3:  Data Analytic Framework Concept Diagram  
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ANALYTIC MODEL SCHEMA 

An analytic model starts from collections, fields, which are similar to tables and columns 

in relation database term. 

Next step is to define indicator. Indicator is an element to tell Model engine how to 

access data fields from repository, it provides a projection to the data repository. 

A measurement contains a list of indicators, it defines how to retrieve and aggregate data 

from repository. 

A Series represents a list of measurements by giving time scale. A series may have 

multiple children series. oDataXpt predefines 3 types of series, Fiscal Year, Quarter and 

Month.  

A model encapsulate data analytic logic together, it contains serials and measurements. 
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WEB 2.0 APPLICATION 

oDataXpt provides a state of art web application, it adopts latest web technology both 

server and client sides.   

oDataXpt has authentication/authorization module, can be integrated to any identity 

federation system. oDataXpt supports both SAML and OAuth protocols. 

oDataXpt decouples interactivities between client and server side by using RESTful Web 

services. 
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SCREENSHOTS:  
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Use of Data to Provide Effective Outcomes 

The open Data Expert (oDataXpt) uses all data provided by GSA and other 

publicly-available data, such as Airport Geo Data etc. 

 

DATA SET USED IN THE ODATAXPT 

 

oDataXpt uses all sample data provided by GSA including  

 

 Sample Travel Voucher Data FY2011- FY2013 

 Sample Reservation Data Air 

 Sample Reservation Data Car 

 Sample Reservation Data Hotel 

 Sample Travel Card Data__Air FY2011-FY2013 

 Sample Travel Card Data_Lodging FY2011-FY2013 

 Sample Travel Card Data_Car FY2011-FY2013 

 

And public available data set 

 Airport Code Geo Data 

 

 DATA ANALYTICAL MODEL CREATED IN ODATAXPT 

 

oDataXpt define 8 data analytic models to profile the GSA travel data.  

 

The oDataXpt effectively provides a comprehensive view of the travel data to user. From 

the web interface, user can know following information. 

 

Travel Voucher Data 

 Overall travel cost trend and cost reduction FY2011- Fy2013 against Benchmark 

(FY2011) 

 Individual cost category (driver) summary  FY2011-FY2013 

 Monthly travel cost distribution from FY2011 -2013 

 YTD travel expense by category (driver) FY2011 -2013 and percentage against 

Benchmark (FY2011) 

 Travel cost distribution by each organization/office,  
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 Travel cost detail measurement for individual organization  

 

Reservation Data 

 Overall expense trend for air ticket reservation FY2011-FY2013 against Benchmark 

(FY2011) 

 Air ticket reservation info by airline companies FY2011 -2013 

 Air ticket reservation info by destination airport FY2011 -2013 

 Air ticket reservation info by origin airport FY2011 -2013 

 Air ticket reservation info by flight line FY2011 -2013 

 Overall expense trend for Hotel reservation FY2011-FY2013 against Benchmark 

(FY2011) 

 Hotel reservation info by  hotel chain FY2011 -2013 

 Hotel reservation info by stay city FY2011 -2013 

 Overall expense trend for Car reservation FY2011-FY2013 against Benchmark 

(FY2011) 

 Car reservation info by  car rental company FY2011 -2013 

 Car reservation info by pick up city FY2011 -2013 

 

Travel Card Data 

 Overall expense trend for air ticket travel card transaction FY2011-FY2013 against 

Benchmark (FY2011) 

 Air ticket travel card transaction  info by airline companies FY2011 -2013 

 Air ticket travel card transaction by bureau FY2011 -2013 

 Overall expense trend for lodging travel card transaction FY2011-FY2013 against 

Benchmark (FY2011) 

 lodging travel card transaction  info by city FY2011 -2013 

 lodging travel card transaction by bureau FY2011 -2013 

 Overall expense trend for car travel card transaction FY2011-FY2013 against 

Benchmark (FY2011) 

 Car travel card transaction  info by city FY2011 -2013 

 Car travel card transaction by bureau FY2011 -2013 

 

The data analytic model created in this white paper, clearly identity the GSA travel cost 

trends. The application visually display data in a way that will show agencies how and where 

they are spending money on travel, and provides visibility into the GSA travel spending, 

show primary categories or cost drivers that can enable federal agencies to reduce and/or 

contain official travel costs compared to appropriate benchmarks and allows the GSA to 

identify opportunities to reduce costs on federal travel.  
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DATA UPDATE AND SYSTEM REPLICATION 

The solution is built on open and flex platform. The ETL tools can connect to any data 

sources, additional GSA data can be imported to oDataXpt monthly, weekly daily or on 

real time.  

oDataXpt supports both file transfer protocol and web services to load data. Upon the 

updated data set arrived into the designated folder, the ETL task runs the data validation 

first then load the data set to oDataXpt data repository. 

The open and scalability of oDataXpt architecture ensure the solution can be replicated to 

other agency.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Following are issues we found during this contest 

• In Travel Voucher sample Data, the sum of  each category expense 

(Common_Carrier_AIR_TRAIN, Meals_Incidentals, Lodging, Misc_Expenses,Rental_Car, 

Local_Trans,POV,TMC_Fee,Voucher_Fee) does not tie to the Total_Expense 

• In Travel Voucher sample Data, the First_Destination field is not normalized, it 

contains variations to one location. Such as Washington, Washington DC, DC etc. 

• In Travel Voucher sample Data, the Misc_Expenses field is a major driver to year over 

year travel expense moving trend. Further cost break down is needed. 

We recommend agency can address above issues in future data collection and create 

standard cost code/cost structure hierarchy. 

oDataXpt can implement artificial intelligence in business user case to support policy 

decision making and agency business conduct. 


